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,CTICAL EDUCATION.

has had no experience, education may seem the
ling. But it is one of the most complex proble:
,n to solve, being not a whit behind that appa
)blem, free trade and protection. Those who ha'
ice in this thing of education are very apt to ha
,hich the public in general do not approve. A si
lead to one conclusion, and a careful dissection
one. The trouble is that many have the sup

few do the dissecting. As teachers, we would cot
Ivance if the public could only be brought to
is. As it is, we are sometimes compelled to cc
what we feel is right and public clamor. W

gut into our courses of study things which are
n to public demand, and then must try to ste;
-m as much of educational value as possible.
ys, and in this land of haste and sham, of wr
nd foundations laid in sand, it is profitable freq
hat we are doing. I know of no subject mor
ot only by the public, but also by those suppc
-nr~entatives. than this one of education. ]
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tney lon't remember a wor ot tnis, that, or tt
You may have heard some one say, "I spent four yi
of Greek and now can not read a line of it;" the
that the time devoted to this pursuit was so mui
away.

So much for the popular definition of a "pra<
It sounds well at first, it is so practical. "If you wf
be it," is what it resolves itself into, without any
whether one is ready or not. Such phrases sound .
anything else, for the how is not considered. I w
ject this popular definition of a "practical educatio
analysis. Let us get it out of the fog bank into N
men" have put it, and get it into the sunlight of "ir
which is to say, get it away from emotional igno
day is called "practical," and turn it over to log
which is said to be "impractical." Take the deft:
illustrated, "if you want to be a farmer, study agz
thing else will be wasted time." Let us apply the
to the other operations of this would-be farmer. I
you want a crop of corn, plant corn; everything el
so much time and money wasted. Drainage, fert
up, cultivation, all these take time and money and
of sight and forgotten; all you want is corn, so pla:
pose he will get corn, but you know the kind. J
with all its latent powers, with all its individual c
well likened to an uncultivated field that must
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ort of reasoning used by " practical" men con-
led " practical " education.
Len, to the notion that education is simply a pe-
, a general calling forth and equipping of the
I; a sort of Indian clubs, parallel bars and tra-
pment of mental muscle. And just here lies
[any would confound education with informa-
that the Indian clubs, parallel bars and trapeze

y not develop this muscle by hoeing in the gar-
)d, or something of that sort? In other words,

by studying subjects that you can afterwards
passing the merits of this question, I think it is
Ltal muscle may be developed without a single
r being obtained as such; not only this, but that
bivated in a pleasanter, more even and scientific
an idea of obtaining information be not con-
'he most symmetrical muscular development
inasium, not from the cornfield. Qualifying the
ed in a theoretical course of training by the
s necessary, for it is impossible to conceive of
g which will not involve a certain amount of
ion.
being the development of mental muscle, the
on, we are confronted with the question," What
,tion ? " not in the popular meaning of the term,
7, it is that kind of education which will bring
nent of this mental muscle, this Drebaration
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daughters must not overrate the crowned man and predict the
utter failure of any nation that may ever dare attempt to live with-
out the help of a throne and royal children. Evidently, the great-
est, widest truth is that the mind is to be made powerful by ex-
ercise and it will always be a secondary consideration whether this
exercise shall come by loading the memory with the words and
forms found in several languages, by compelling the judgment to
work continually amid the many possibilties of syntax and transla-
tion, or shall come by a direct study of facts, and causes and laws,
as found in science and history and literature.

"Once the roll of human greatness read thus: Homer, Hesiod,
,Eschylus, Euripides, Pericles, Plato, Virgil, Cicero, Caesar, Tacitus,
and the splendor of the catalogue none will have the rashness to
deny; but in the later centuries the book so long sealed has
been opened, and there have been added Dante, and Milton, and
Shakespere, and Goethe, and Schiller, and such thinkers as Bacon
and Newton, and such students as Cuvier, and Humboldt, and
Darwin, and Huxley, and Agassiz and Gray. By these enormous
additions the equilibrium of the old earth has been disturbed, and a
side which once lay in a perpetual shadow enjoys a long summer-
time. Into the intellectual world came a wonderful company of
modern princes-a Newton, equalling a Plato, and a Shakespere
balancing all antiquity; and under the heavy footsteps of all these
moderns the earth has been whirled about, and a larger and deeper
shadow falls upon the land where Demosthenes once thundered, and
Sappho once sang. With this tipping over of the earth, the Greek
and Roman lands lost their exclusiveness of empire, and were in-
vited to become only sister states in a world-wide republic."

The point then is that the studies referred to are to be consid-
ered not as the only tools that can be used, but as among the best.
From the great array of worthy studies, then, how is one's choice
to be made ?

My first answer is, that the individual bent of mind, the taste,
must be a prominent factor in the decision, so that study can get
the wonderful impetus of consent. When the mind is in constant
rebellion against any course of action, progress in that direction
has upon it a constant break. I suppose a man could be nourished
and developed by artificial and very distasteful foods, but nature's
way, the better way, seems to be to get the consent of his taste.
At a college convention I once heard the opposite position ad-
vanced by a college professor. His notion was that whatever,. a
pupil disliked and mentally rebelled against taking, must be the

1 Swing, Club Essays, pp. 91 and 97.
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and harrowing and cultivating with no
end.

A very common mistake in this mal
the serious one of choosing too many.
often made by pupils as by those who pr
Many studies are now clamoring for ad:
all with some show of reason. If all
things must be done: either for the pur
for every subject to be pursued but a ve
to say that the latter is too often the this
complaint I have to make against the sc
It is a term of this, two terms of that, an
a regular butterfly-flitting from one floT
in turn, nothing long. What a travest
And then to do this hop, skip and jum
broad and liberal education! If there
length nor thickness; and this thin ven
shows the untouched roughness beneath
sion of a graduate.

In his "Evolution of the College Curi
thus describes this popular notion of a

" That its purpose is to give a broad al



'mit it to your candid consideration whether the average
and school curriculum does not resemble that patchwork
as the "crazy quilt, a regular Meisterschaft plan, in which
nest recurring phrase is " umsteigen." This scratching the
will not do; one must plow deeper. Few studies thoroughly
id these few studies to the taste of the student, is the conclusion
.reached, thus far, in answer to the question, " What is a
1 education?"

makes the elective system the one to choose, rather than the
ork system. One of the striking demonstrations of the truth
statement that a few studies thoroughly done develop the
rength is to be found in the old classical colleges, in which
studies were pursued, but they were pursued continuously,
such schools were developed the intellectual muscle and

of the world. When these studies began to be cut short by
lands of new subjects, just so much was the course enfeebled.
I classic course was simply a special course, what would be
n elective course now, the development of a specialty, the
for years to one or two things, a magnificent illustration

of of what is claimed to-day for special or elective courses
sed to the superficial smattering of a maximum of subjects
inimum of time. Elementary instruction in a variety of

is good enough for general information, but if mental
s to be developed, the alphabet and preliminary definitions
e left behind in some subject or other, and the mind be
the frontier, that ill-defined boundary between the known
known, and gain in one direction, at least, that look into
ruling mist of the unknown which is a tremendous educa-
d one which no treading of myriads of well-worn paths can
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Thus is combined the sum total of advantages, viz.: few studies,
the consent of taste, thorough and advanced work in some direc-
tion, a maximum of general information consistent with the other

ends in view, which prevents too great narrowing. This is no ideal
sketch of an unattainable condition of things, but the actual work-
ing plan of our more advanced colleges. This is the ideal "practi-
cal education," which must make the strongest men and women.
The same principle should find its application not only in highly
favored colleges, but in our schools and academies as well. " Too

many studies," "too many studies," is the cry to take up against
them. Why, a high school has become a little university, with its
fourteen weeks of everything When it can be beaten into the head
of the average curriculum maker that studies are not an end, but a
means, and that the number and subjects of studies make little dif-
ference compared with the time devoted to them, we may hope for

.something better. Biology, for instance, in ordinary schools, need
never be taught in both its departments of botany and zoology, but
that one selected with which the teacher is most familiar, and the
whole time usually assigned to both devoted to that one, and that
doubled 'by throwing out two or three other studies. This sort of
decimation in all distinct departments of study would leave the
schools in a very healthy condition, like a skillfully pruned vine,
and the chances for bearing fruit would be largely increased.

Even with our vertebrated courses of study there still remains
the danger of smattering, even within the confines of a specialty.
Suppose one has chosen the general and frequently selected depart-
ment of modern languages; not German or French or Italian, but
modern languages. I speak of this particularly because if there is
anything which masquerades as "culture" in modern society it is a
smattering knowledge of modern languages. The young lady and
gentleman are not considered finished until French and German
phrases roll glibly from their tongues and imbed themselves in the
massive English like dried currants in a pound cake. As Swing
puts it:

Many young persons are learning more ways of expressing
thoughts than they have thoughts to express, and instead of having

ten ideas of value, they give promise of reaching at least ten meth-
ods of stating one idea, and perhaps a small one at that. Suppose

your beautiful daughter has by much toil and expense learned to
say i five tongues, 'he has the pretty yellow dog,' in Greek, in

111; 1f:,~ E~;~.~r. ~ ~ ~~g~: ~ - ~ : - ~ ~ - :~ :.' : .~,: :/~



So there is such a thing as s
specialty. If language, let the
science, but one department c
what is meant by scaling a sing]
on the plain below and looking

Thus have we reached the re
cation, the rules which should
and the important question of
tical question remains to be ans
your course with the greatest s
have just been laying down, of
of a poor teacher? The largest
tical education is the teacher.
teachers and all else will follow
pie govern that I would select
out what he could teach me.
will accomplish the results whe:
succeed in the hands of a bung
pensive laboratories and enorm
none of these things catch you;
ment is as nothing to a success
ever he happens to have, and
his pupil. It takes men to mak
ings, but at wht distant date c

understand this is very uncerta
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and he must be well equipped who fought his way back to his
king. Two youths were being trained for this hazardous journey,
but their training was very different. One feasted to repletion
upon all the dainties he could find, for he must lay up food in
store against the day of its failure. The rest of the time was
spent in providing everything he might need for use or de-
fense. He must have a helmet, a breast-plate, a shield. All his
body must be padded and defended. Then he must carry every-
thing for which his imagination or that of his friends could sug-
gest a possible need. He thought of this device, and that was
hung to him; some friend thought of another, and that was fast-
ened on; and so one thing after another was brought and strung
upon him, until at last, when the day for starting came, he stood
ready, padded, helmeted, covered with cloth and brass, enwrapped,
festooned, bedecked with endless bric-a-brac, and underneath it all
flabby muscles, a quaking heart, and, rusty in its jeweled scabbard,
an untried sword.

The preparation of the other was quite different and by no
means so varied. He ate sparingly of substantial food, trained his
muscles unceasingly, and day after day, day after day, sharpened
his sword. Training his muscles and sharpening his sword, this
was the dull, monotonous round of his daily life, and when his
day of starting came, he stood forth magnificent in health, every
muscle as rigid as iron and true as steel, his eyes flashing un-
daunted courage, and his tried sword as keen and trusty as the fa-
mous blades of Damascus.

One failed for there was no strength in him; he could hardly
carry his cumbrous trappings.

The other, presently, laid the golden apple at Thales' feet.
Do you wonder at the result?
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